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There's no denying that adults
have made a mess of this planet. Global
climate change, deforestation, unsafe
drinking water and other serious problems abound. At the same time, many
people seem to be oblivious of these
facts. The recent Roper poll commissioned by the National Environmental
Education Training Foundation (see
Page 13) bears this out.
Environmental organizations are
starting to understand that they had
better get involved with kids. It's hard
to think of anything they can do over
the Jong run that would do more good.
That's why environmental education makes resource-extraction corporations nervous. They know that teaching
kids to love nature today may cost them
profits tomorrow. How else can one
explain the right-wing attack on environmental education?
School teachers know they are not
in the business· of brainwashing our
youth. Their job is to present all faces,
. encourage a discussion of all points of
view and help kids develop a greater
capacity for critical chinking. Schools
should also teach kids to love nature,
and to take care of it-just as they are
caught tO take care of their own bodies.
This notion arouses concern among
right-wingers who think kids should
learn only the science, math and chemistry behind environmental issues. They
don't understand the poetry of a freeflowing river, the grandeur of an uncut
old-growth forest, and why these things
are important to a child's education.
Cascadia Times would like to
thank the National Audubon Society for
distributing this report to educators·
everywhere. We also thank our many
donors and subscribers, though there are
coo many to name in this space. We
especially appreciate the support of Ken
Margolis, John Haines, Don and Sharon
Genasci, Sylvia Ward Schultz, Marshall
Goldberg Bob Amundsen, Joy Belsky,
Edward Kountz and Candace France.
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Puget Sound orcas
could be endangered
By Robin Klei11
cientists in Puget Sound are on
the look out for six orcas. The
killer whales didn't return to their
summer range, and if they aren't found
it would be an unprecedented loss for a
population chat already was headed for
possible extinction. In May, the Center
for Biological Diversity in Berkeley
California
filed a petition to list
Washington state's Puget Sound killer
whales as an endangered species. The
108-page petition calls the Southern
Residents, the Sound's local orca population "the most endangered killer
whale population in the world."
The Southern Residents' numbers
have plummeted from 99 in 1995 to 81
in 2000. While not the first population
decline among the Residents, it is the
first decline not promptly understood
or corrected.
If current trends are not reversed,
the Southern Residents will become
extinct in less than 200 years, according
to a population viability analysis reported
by the Center for Biological Diversity.
Extinction could come much sooner if
other factors are taken into account.

S

Slick Talkers Try to Grease
first Nations

Orcas in Puget Sound are ..the most endangered killer whale population
according to a Center for Biological Diversity petition.

The precise cause of the whales'
decline is a bit of a mystery but three
factors are widely cited and believed co
be the major culprits: devastated
salmon stocks, which the whales rely
on for food; severe toxic loading,
including PCB concentrations in blubber at concentrations many times levels
acceptable in humans; and too much
attention from whale-watchers whose
boats, sometimes hundreds a day, chase
chem around tirelessly, possibly overstressing the animals.
Whatever the cause, the Center for
Biological Diversity concluded that not
enough is being done. "The threat fac-

in the world.·

ing the Southern Residents - habitat
modification caused by over-fishing
and pollution, overuse for recreational
and commercial purposes by recreational whale-watching vessels, and
ocher factors such as the risks associated with small population size - are not
adequately addressed by existing regulatory mechanisms," the center said.
While media attention has focused
heavily on the potential stress induced
by enthusiastic whale watchers, Bob
Weimer, project director for the San
Juan Islands based Orcacam, believes it
a bit of a red herring, that the emphasis
CONTINUED
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Bush declares war on

BC Premier Plans to Lift
Ban On Griz Trophy Hunting

energy efficiency
By Russell Sadler
ice President Dick Chenev will have a hard sell
trying to convince the American public that energy
conservation means a declining standard of living.
Americans are using energy much more efficiently than
they did 20 years ago. This increased efficiency has not
caused a noticeable decline in our standard of living.
There i nu general energy crisis and there is unlikely to
be one.

V

COMMENTARY
That is a very different reality than the prevailing
view among environmentalists promoting power from the
sun and wind, bewildered columnists
branding
Americans "energy hogs" and Oil Patch partisans in the
White House like Cheney, desperate to make some more
money in an industry whose price increases have not
matched non-energy price increases over the last 20
years.
The drought and inept "utility deregulation" legislation have created a temporary electricity crisis on the
West Coast. Bue there is no general energy crisis that justifies panic drilling or construction of a powerplant a
week for the next 20 years.
There is no energy crisis because Americans are conserving energy. Cheney ridiculed conservation as a sign of
personal virtue - Jimmy Career in a cardigan sweater
running around the White House turning out the lights

4

British Columbia wants to lift a
moratorium on offshore oil and as
drilling. The First Nation Summit,
representing three-quarters of
B.Cs 196 Indian bands, has long
opposed it, says spokesman Bill
Wilson. It's too risky - to the environment and ultimately to their
way of life and preservation.Wilson:
said Prince Rupert's
pro-drilling Mayor
Pete Lester has been
lobbying B.C._coast
First Nations, trying
to woo them with
the revenue oil and
gas drilling could produce. Wilson' says
that most coastal
bands aren't listening;
they put seafood and
fish resources first. New~ elected
Premier Gordon Campbell met
with B.C. chiefs at their June summit in North Vancouver. Wilson
predicted Campbell would get an
earful and he did. What he does
next is anyone's guess.

and turning down the heat during the lace 1970s. That is
not conservation. That is crisis management.
Conservation is improved technology - more efficient appliances, cougher building codes and more efficient manufacturing processes. And that is just what has
been improving over the last 20 years.
Between 1980 and 2000, energy consumption in the
.S. rose just 25.6 percent despite a 90 percent increase
in the real gross domestic produce, according to figures
compiled in a recent Forbes magazine article by Dan
Ackman. That is a major decline in energy use relative co
economic output - a classic definition of efficiency. Nor
was chat conservation produced by the "price signals" so
beloved of neo-Viccorian economises.
In the last 20 years, energy prices rose just 44.8 percent - most of it in the last two years - while non-energy prices rose about 120 percent. This explains why
America's oil cartel is actually closing refineries to restrict
supply to force up prices.
The single important exception co chis increased
energy efficiency is transportation. Fuel efficiency of
American automobiles actually declined in the midl 990s. The villain? The relentless promotion of highprofit-margin spores utility vehicles. The high-profile
gas-gulpers are also probably responsible for the false
impression that America continues to be an energy hog.
The U.S. holds 4.5 percent of the world's population
and consumes 25 percent of the world's energy. Bue
according to data complied by the World Bank, the U.S.
CONTINUED
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Two and half years ago, 68 independent professional biologists submitted a strongly worded petition calling for the British Columbia government to issue a five-to- IO year
moratorium on all sport hunting of
grizzly bears, pending completion of
long-term population studies in the
province's six bio-regions. Despite
widespread support for the moratorium from the independent scientific
community, the tourism industry,
conservation organizations, First
Nations and the general public, B.C.
Premier-elect Gordon Campbell
recently announced that he plans to
overturn the moratorium during his
first 90 days in power. Campbell is
bowing to sport hunting extremists
- a minority tfiat kills grizzlies for fun
and profit. The likely source of
Campbell's deadly brain fart? Antiscience and anti-conservation policy
based on a dubious head count, says
Christopher Genovali, the executive
director of the Raincoast
Conservation Society. Just 20 years
ago the official estimate of grizzlies
CONTINUED
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The National Marine Fisheries
Service has ninety days to issue its initial finding, and then a full year to
decide whether to propose that the
Southern
Residents
be declared
threatened or endangered under federal law. An endangered listing would
require a habitat protection plan.
Says Kieran Suckling of the
Center for Biological Diversity, saving
the orcas "will require nothing short of
restoring the entire ecosystem."

Hanford
cleanup
tangled in
budget fight
is being misplaced.
"The real problem is the longterm pollution of the water, and then
the absence of their food." Weimer
thinks people wane co help these animals, but find it easier to focus on the
problem of excessive boat traffic and
how to 'fix' chat, than on reducing toxics in the water and food chain.
"PCB's are harder to deal with,"
says Weimer.
Toxics such as PCBs and dioxins
accumulate in animals at each step up the
food chain, becoming most concentrated
at the top. Older whales tend to have
greater levels of toxicity because of their
longer exposure. Even though PCB's
used in industrial lubricants were banned
in the U.S. in the 1970's, concentrations
in Puget Sound, the Northwest Straits
and the Strait of Georgia are still high
enough that the Southern Residents are
among the most contaminated mammals
on earth. Leaking disposal sites and contaminated sediments, as well as migrating salmon laden with PCB's of Asian origin, are considered potential contamination sources.
And that is a big problem for the
orcas, PCBs are known to disrupt the
mammals' immune systems, making
them susceptible to life-threatening
infections, as well as stillbirths and
high calf mortality.

by Robin Klein

T

he new Bush administration
has cast a dark shadow over
efforts co clean up the
Department of Energy's highly contaminated Hanford Nuclear waste site in
southeastern Washington.
In April, the administration suspended of the shutdown of a controversial liquid metal nuclear reactor the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) pending yet another review of poten-

Bush declares war on energy efficiency
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produces nearly 28 percent of the world's product with that
energy. That justifies a claim, at least, to energy efficiency.
Energy '.'intensity" is another measure of energy efficiency. From 1973 to 2000 the U.S. economy became 42
percent less energy "incense," according to the Department
of Energy's Monthly Energy Review. This jargon simply
means it cook Jess energy to produce the same amount of
goods and services.
Dan Ackman, in his Forbes article, attributes the
increased efficiency to smart business practices, not "government intervention." But the influence of government is
probably larger than a business magazine wants to admit.
Saving energy is smart business, but it was tougher state
and local building codes enacted after the Arab Oil embargo that compelled greater efficiency in industrial, commercial and residential construction. Government regulations
protecting the environment are a major influence in the
increased energy efficiency of industrial processes as they

cial uses for the facility. The FFTF
had been ordered shut down by outgoing Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
after years of lengthy review and
extensive heated public outcry.
Then came word that major
Hanford cleanup projects will be
stalled because of severe budget shortfalls. Hit hardest is the long-awaited
construction of a plant to glassify the
highly radioactive wastes that lurk at
Hanford in leaking underground tanks.
Deferring plant operation delays
retrieval of those wastes, extending
risks to public health and damage to
the region's environment.
Other moves by Bush, including
items in his proposed national energy
policy, may take longer to manifest but
could have further-reaching and more
profound impacts on Hanford and the
region. Among them, he has given
renewed support for nuclear power
that has spurred Washington Public
Power Supply System (WPPSS) to
conduct a study evaluating the feasibility of completing construction of its
WNP-1
nuclear reactor, a 1250
megawatt plant on the Columbia River
at Hanford. Construction was 65 percent complete when halted in the
1980s. Members
of the Future
Licensing Organization and Energy
Northwest met in May to discuss the
study's findings which they intend to
make public in August, One nuclear
reactor operates at the site, WNP-2.
Meanwhile, the Bush adrninistra-

3

are re-engineered to reduce pollutants and meet health
standards.
The problem for the oil, gas and coal industries is that
chis continuing growth in energy efficiency doesn't make
them any money. That is the reason the Bush-Cheney
administration is cutting all federal funds co programs that
make alternative sources of energy more cost effective. The Oil
Patch doesn't want the competition.
This long period of increased energy efficiency nationally does not eliminate the need to reduce electricity and
water consumption on the West Coast this summer and next
winter. The drought is real and it has dried up a large chunk
of the West's hydroelectric power creating a very real electricity crisis. It will take Personal Virtue, not oil from the
Arctic, to bail us out of this temporary, man-made crisis. •
Rusell Sadler writes from Ashland, Oregon. Contact him at
rsadler®jeffnet.org.

SAY
tion is also considering plans for reprocessing or disposal of plutonium or
spent
nuclear
fuel
at Hanford.
Reprocessing
has been illegal in the
U.S. for decades because of concerns
that the plutonium generated could be
used for bombs. Past administrations
have also been sharply critical
of
nations engaged in reprocessing.
Hanford harbors
much of the
nation's stores of weapons plutonium,
and was a prime candidate three years
ago for manufacturing and processing
fuel-grade
plutonium.
Hanford also
has one of the only facilities in the
country that can manufacture mixed
oxide
fuel
for nuclear
reactors.
Hanford was several sites studied during the 1980s as a potential permanent
repository
for the nation's
spent.
nuclear
fuel
before
the
Energy
Department nominated a site at Yucca
Mountain,
Nevada.
If the Yucca

Mountain site is not developed,
Hanford may once again be under consideration as a site for the repository.

The rush to
build new
power plants
hits Northwest

B

usiness is booming for companies trying to build new power
planes in the Pacific Northwest.
At least 30 permanent planes and nearly 100 temporary ones are either in the
planning stages or already under construction in Oregon, Washington and
Idaho. Most would burn natural gas or
diesel for fuel.
Developers of these planes say
they will go a long way coward solving
the region's energy woes. But skeptics

say these plants will produce a surprisEnergy Inc. of North Carolina has proing amount of pollution and consume
posed 980-megawatc plane near Smith
enormous amounts of water for cool- Rocks, a popular climbing venue, that
ing--placing added pressure on a would take 2 billion gallons of water
resource that is often in short supply in per year from local aquifers, enough co
the region, just to benefit out of state irrigate 6,300 acres of prime agriculturenergy companies, and energy-scarved
al land. Jerry Fletcher, of Concerned
California.
Citizens for Central Oregon, said the
Not all of the plants would be plane would remove huge amounts of
built. Together, they would produce water from the Crooked River, a federabout 20,000 megawatts of electricity, ally designated Wild and Scenic River.
about four times the expected demand.
"Basically, the plant will affect
Some experts fear chat the dirtiest
Central Oregon residents, but the revplants will be built first, foreclosing enue will go co North Carolina, and
opportunities co meet energy needs the power wilJ be shipped throughout
with cleaner wind or solar power.
the western states, probably to
"We are blindly permitting the California, where the power demand is
first planes co apply," says John the greatest," Fletcher said.
Williams, an energy consultant for
Construction has already begun at
Rebound, a Seattle labor group.
a 249-megawatt plane at Goldendale,
"These dirty plants are crowding out Wash., in the Columbia Gorge. The
any clean and thoughtful plants Columbia Gorge chapter of the
because we have no comprehensive
National Audubon Society, citing air
regional energy policy."
pollution problems and habitat losses
In places, these plants are running within the National Scenic Area, has
into vocal local opposition. Groups in appealed permits for the plant.
Sedro Woolley, Central Oregon, the Developer Calpine Inc., expects co
Columbia Gorge and elsewhere are have the new combustion turbine
trying to stop new plants they say plant running by July 2002. Calpine
would spoil those areas.
will also start operations at a 630In Sedro Woolley, in northwest megawatt plant in Hermiston, Ore., at
Washington, about 200 people turned about the same time.
out at a hearing in June co fight the
Community reaction has not been
proposed Tollhouse Energy project, a entirely negative. A weekly newspaper
112-megawatt plane would emit almost
in Goldendale orchestrated street
three times as much air pollution as demonstrations in favor of the
similar plants. Williams said the plane Goldendale plant, and members of the
would emit 5 parts per million of nitro- Chamber of Commerce were urged to
gen oxides, a toxic gas that contributes
infiltrate the local Audubon- chapter.
to the formation of smog. A similar Dentist Lyle Ferch asked Chamber
plane
recently
permitted
in members co "wake up and realize what
Goldendale will emit only 2 parts per environmentalists are doing to affect
million. Similarly, he said the Sedro the future of Goldendale and economWoolley plane would also exceed ic situation here."
Goldendale's limits for ammonia, carBut Dennis White, president of
bon monoxide and volatile organic the Columbia
Gorge Audubon
compounds. The plant's developer Society, said the group can resist a
decided against installing scrubbers
"hostile takeover" by recruiting new
that could sharply reduce carbon members. And as for Ferch, White
monoxide emissions.
said his membership application has
In Central Oregon, Congencrix
been denied.
•
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Our Work is made possible by the generous
support of individuals and foundations
concerned about the future of the Pacific
Northwest. The Fund
is a non-profit,
~
donations to which
are tax deductible
to the full extent
provided by law.
Thank you for
your generous
support!
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ERKELEY, California - On a
recent warm spring day, a
group of 20 students arrive for
class in the garden behind the
Marcin Luther King Jr. school.
It's 11 a.m., and after a few minutes prep
from teacher Kelsey Siegel, the kids take
on assignments for digging, composting,
weeding and plucking.
Some go to work among the medicinal
and culinary herbs. Others weed the chard,
lettuce, potatoes and fava beans, or look for
raspberries, the most popular thing in the
garden. It's ok. The teachers encourage
foraging. Meanwhile, over at the compost
bin, the kids have found a skunk.
All visitors are welcome at King
Middle School, where teachers are eager to
talk about achievement results that lead
the state of California. They've developed
a curriculum so innovative it's been touted
as a key for reforming education everywhere. And that's to say nothing of its
potential benefits co the planer.
The seeds of change at King School
were planted seven years ago, in the mind
of a famous neighbor, Alice Waters, owner
and chef of the world-renowned Berkeley
restaurant, Chez Panisse. Waters recalls
that even in 1994, King School looked
almost abandoned. "I would see the graffiti on the windows and the burnt-out grass,
and I would wonder what had happened,"
she says. "Who was using this school? Who
was taking care of it?"
Inside the school, she found it alive
with 900 students in sixth, seventh and

eighth grades, many from South
Berkeley, one of the Bay Area's lowest income and most ethnically diverse
neighborhoods. She also found more
signs of serious neglect, such as no hot
water in the bathrooms.Waters made
t's not as if Alice Waters needs some·
natural world. But he didn't see what the
critical comments about the school's
thing more to do. And yet, as founder,
conse.quences
were of feeding yourself poor condition co a newspaper. These got
owner
and
chef
of
a
restaurant
honl
y
and
from
people
buying foods from people
her summoned to the office of princiored as the best in America - Berkeley's Chez
who didn't take care of the land, and what
ple Neil Smith, who it turned out was
already contemplating change. More
Panisse - Waters still finds time to volunteer
effect that was having.
meetings followed, drawing in faculty,
at her neighborhood school. What a volunteer
students and the community. The first
CT: The achievement at King School seems
she's been. II}_ 1998, the U.S. Department of
tangible
results of this process
phenomenal. How do you explain its success?
Education recognized her as among 1 O nationappeared in less than a year. One day,
Waters: They have a fabulous group of
al education heroes for her work in establishing
volunteers arrived at an asphalt playteachers. That's one thing that has really
ground behind the school. They ripped
the Edible Schoolyard at Berkeley's Martin
~
made this happen. These are teachers that no
it out, then carried in soil and compost.
Luther King J. Middle School. And that was
iz matter where they are, what circumstances
They rebuilt the kitchen, which along
before the school district released test scores
with the cafeteria had been torn out
~ they are in, will bring something special to the
detailing sharp improvement at King in all subyears before. This enabled King to
1
kids. And the principal takes care of the
ject areas. Cascadia Times asked Waters to
restart its school lunch program, but
~
teachers.
Ideas are only as good as the peoreflect on the success at the Edible Schoolyard.
with a crucially important wrinkle: stug pie who breathe life into them. This idea in
dents would be feeding themselves
As the interview began, Waters had just come
Alice Waters
another circumstance may not have worked.
using ingredients from their new garback from the school almost in tears.
den. Students even gave their school a
I just read an article in a paper in LA and I'm kind of fascinated
nickname, "the Edible Schoolyard."
Waters: I'm in a rather emotional moment- I came over to the school by it. A school just put in a garden at the entrance of the school propKing Middle School added new
this morning, and I was in the garden talking about what seeds we erty. There's a difference in attitude when they come in - as opposed
teachers to instruct students on gardenwere
going to plant at the entrance. Three of the kids came up to me to the school down the street where they have prison guards at the
ing, nature and ecology, all to be taught
and
tol
d me how important the garden was in their lives. The most entrance. Its dramatic, the response that have got. It shows you how
outside; and on the art of organic cookimportant thing we have done at the school is trying to get them to hungry these kids are for - how hungry they are for authenticity and
ing, in the kitchen. The school even
developed ways to integrate lessons
understand we are there for them. It's really about caring for them.
for people who care about them.
about environment, ecology and health
They learn a new set of values.
I feel like this is the most incredible timing because everybody
in other courses. While school gardens
wants this to happen. Nobody has the solution and when they see
are not rare, especially in California,
CT: You've called the changes at King school a "a delicious revolusomething like this they come immediately to it. They read about it,
few schools have so fundamentally
tion." What do you mean?
they want it.
transformed their curriculum around
Waters: Revolutions always sound like they're principled and difficult.
their gardens as has King.
It's hard work to be a revolutionary. This isn't hard work. This is getting CT: When you first approached King School in 1994 with your ideas,
But they may want co consider
al
ways the rewards of nourishment and beauty and replenishment. Its you've the school seemed abandoned. How so?
doing so. Teachers at King say students .
with learning and behavior problems
such a natural cycle that once you get connected you don't want to do Waters: It clearly had a wonderful life within. But it really looked like it
have connected as never before with
it any other way. You want to eat like that. You want to take more of had been abandoned, really neglected. They didn't even have hot water
their schoolwork. So has almost everythose plants because they are beautiful and they give you a senses of in the bathrooms. The principal thought I wanted to just beautify the
one else. During each of the last three
meaning. That's why I call it delicious. It definitely is a revolution and a grounds. But what really interested me is the idea of the garden, the
years, test scores have gone up in all
transformation. That's what we need in the public school system. kitchen, the table and back to the garden.
four subject areas measured - reading,
math, language and spelling -- and all
That's what we need in our lives. This is an idea for a way of centralizthree grade levels (see chart, Page 10ing and becoming a community for the whole school curriculum; an CT: Should other schools embrace this as a model?
Waters: It's so needed right now. We're going to have to decide, just
11). Math scores in sixth and seventh
ecological community in which the school functions.
grade shot up 29 percent, while reading
as we decided physical education was important in this country, that
scores overall rose about 20 percent.
CT: Why aren't we building an Edible Schoolyard at every school?
feeding our children is of primary importance. We're going to have to
While scores at the other Berkeley
Waters: Because there is not enough money in the school system. build cafeterias and gardens and hire teachers and change the public
middle schools have increased too,
There are not enough people who understand the relationship of food school system and turn it on its head. We need money to come into
none here or anywhere in the state, for
to agriculture and food to culture. Even the president of the United public schools - the more we put in there the better the world will be.
that matter, have risen so dramatically
as at King. King students performed
States doesn't understand that. Even people like David Brower, he nev- We have to decide to invest the schools, period. The good people are
better than their counterparts on 33 of
er paid attention to what he ate until we beat him over the head with it. not going into this profession. We have to show by example who plea35 sections of Stanford Aptitude Tests
He understood the necessity for conservation and preservation of the surable it can be to teach and work in the garden.
•
from 1998 to 2000.
For its demographics, King's students scored among the best achievers
in California, and near the top among
"The garden is the tool we use for thing good to eat. "I call it a delicious
launched in 1995, student test scores
all schools in the state. "We have the
teaching
...
about
food,
about
ecology,
revolution,"
Waters
says.
have improved every year the program's
highest possible scores in the state
about
connections
and
systems,"
says
For
educators
everywhere,
that's
been
in place. This year, the school
based on our population of kids," said
instructor
Amanda
Rieux.
King
teachfood
for
thought.
scored
highest in the state on social
math teacher Beth Sonnenberg. She
studies tests, and was the only Portland
said significantly fewer attendance and ers found that students learn better in
general if they spend some time learn- RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
middle school to be given an "excepdiscipline problems occur now.
ing
by
doing,
through
experiences,
tional" rating by the state. (See chart,
"What
makes
this
program
than
if
they
simply
sit
in
the
classroom
Why
couldn't
the
Edible
Page
10). Instead of a garden, students
unique," says Smith, "is we we've set
all
day
long.
Schoolyard's
success
be
repeated
elseat
EMS
study in Portland's nearby
up a cycle of kids feeding themselves.
The old building is now being- where? In fact, it is: schools in many forests, rivers and mountains. "Our stuSo it's not just a garden. You are not
rebuilt, and in two years will reopen its states have transformed their curricu- dents learn from real-world experionly learning about the environment
when you are in the garden, you are doors. By then, instead of a school with lum to embrace nature and the environ- ences," says principle Sara Taylor.
Despite these successes, they've
learning about the planet and yourself a garden, King will be a school within a ment as a context for learning, with
at the same time. You are learning how .garden. Every possible place around astonishing results. At Environmental made almost no impact on the national
the building will be planted with some- Middle School in Portland, a program
to nurture yourself."
CONTINUED
ON PAGE 9
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WASHINGTON
EDUCATORS
DEFEND
LEARNING
FROM RIGH'I'-'NING A'I''I'ACK
1~

hen Michael Sanera came to Washington
,,
state in 1999, environmental educators
'
knew they were in for a battle. Sanera, a
former college professor turned political operator,
had been attacking environmental education programs across the country since the early 1990s.
His work often masqueraded as scientific
research, though it was funded by several rightwing think tanks and foundations that draw money from large corporations, and was pre-disposed
to a pro-development, pro-resource extraction
and anti-environmental protection line. Sanera
had fleshed out his ideas in 1996 when he published "Facts not Fear: A Parents Guide to
Teaching Children About the Environment," with
co-author Jane Shaw.
His career as an opponent to environmental
education programs can be traced to 1995, when
he honed his views before the friendliest of audiences, -the Arizona Legislature. In 1990, the
Legislature had passed a law requiring schools to
teach environmental education, but five years later
had second thoughts. Even though teachers in
Arizona saw "a resurgence of interest in science
and other studies as a result of environmental education," as the Arizona Republic reported, the
1995 Legislature wanted the law repealed. A
Phoenix Republican claimed the state guidelines
implementing the law were written in an "earthworshipping tone."
Sanera was among 17 members on the
Legislature's curriculum review committee.
"There is nothing wrong with second-graders
being concerned about the environment," he
wrote in an op-ed published by the Arizona
Republic. "What is. wrong is Arizona's propaganda-loaded,
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This coloring book from the
American Coal Foundation. sent
to educators. across the country.
touts coal as a source for energy
but glosses over its environmental impacts. It makes no mention
at all of coal's significant contribution to global warming.

state-mandated environmental education program
geared to scaring children into mindless environmental actions."
The Legislature overturned the law-and
today environmental education is voluntary in
Arizona.
Sanera and his peers followed with attacks
against environmental education in Wisconsin,
Colorado, Utah, Texas, Washington, Idaho, Iowa,
Minnesota and New Hampshire. He tried to persuade the Wisconsin Legislature to reduce funding to the strong environmental education teaching program at the University of WisconsinStevens Point, but was rebuffed. In Colorado,
efforts to eliminate a state-level environmental
education position in the Department of Education
were initially successful until quashed by the governor. In New Hampshire, the American
Legislative Exchange Council sought approval of a
parental rights amendment that would require
children to gain parental permission before learning anything about nuclear war, nuclear policy,
globalism, population control and organic evolution, including Darwin's theory. None of these
efforts succeeded.
Undaunted, in October 1999 Sanera arrived
for a news conference in Seattle
with a 23-page report card on environmental
education in Washington state schools. Though
he never set foot in a Washington classroom, and
devoted just eight pages to the state's guidelines,
he said he would lobby the Legislature to do away
with a mandate to teach environmental education
in the state.
Sanera's report was published by the
Competitive Enterprise Institute, a ring-wing think
tank based in Tucson, and the Evergreen
Freedom Foundation, a group based in Olympia,
Wash. It couched its criticism in non-combative
terms. "We want school children in Washington
state to receive higher quality instruction about
the environment .Accomplishing this goal
requires reorienting current K-12 environmental
education away from the national, politicized
prototype and moving toward scientifically rigorous content and instruction."
But Sanera was aghast because "students are taught
that ozone depletion will cause
epidemics of skin
cancer; that global warming will
cause polar icecaps to melt and
flood coastal
cities, and that
runaway world
population
growth will
cause mass
starvation." He
ignores the
report by
2,500 scientists and their
statement

that human
activities are
causing global
warming and
that it will be a
serious problem.
Icecaps have
indeed have begun
to shrink.
A number of
environmental leaders,
meanwhile, were already
aware of Sanera's pending
attack. They met before the report's
release to discuss what impact Sanera
might have on their programs. Within funding
from the Bullitt Foundation and advice from
Environmental Media Services, a Seattle-based
non-profit, they created a new organization,
Citizens for Environmental Education (CEE), and
were ready with their own press conference when
Sanera released his report.
"People were very aware of the pattern of
work he had in the past," says Beth Doglio, cochair of CEE and now development director for
the Audubon Society in Washington. "His work
was not objective. It's unbalanced, using scare
tactics. So folks decided they wanted to have a
pro-active response to it."
Sanera would have passed a law that redefined environmental education as science and
economics. "Environmental education is much
more comprehensive man that," Doglio says.
"This would have most restrictive in what they
could teach."
At a legislative hearing, Sanera's opponents
turned out a large number of people to question
him. As a result, no legislation was ever introduced. It wasn't even an issue, Doglio says, and
to her knowledge "he hasn't been back to the
state since."
Sanera's effort did, however, inflict some
damage. He put environmental education supporters on the defensive, and diverted limited
time, resources and energy away from the development of meaningful and effective educational
programs.
.But Sanera may ultimately have been his·
own worst enemy. The fledgling network of community and environmental activists who fought
Sanera now wants to strengthen and increase
environmental education programs in Washington
state. The National Audubon Society has
launched a national campaign to prevent and
defuse Sanera's attacks, as well as enhance and
strengthen grassroots networks that support environmental education. In the long run, environ-.
mental education programs may become stronger
because of Sanera.
A bill to create a trust fund, modeled after
funds in other states, was not introduced in the
2001 Legislature but will be reviewed at hearings
before the next session. "Now we are positioned
not only to defend funding, we're offering legislation to create an environmental education trust
partnership trust fund," Doglio says. "We are
making progress."
•
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agenda
co reform
schools.
Though President Bush's education bill provides billion'> of dollars for
mandatory reading and math resting of
students in grades three through eight,
and punishment for failing schools, it
offers nothing for schools co adopt environmental education programs. This
summer, Congress will take up a $65
million bill co fund environmental education, but experts agree that it
deserves much more attention from
policy-makers than it's gotten thus far.
A leading voice for more environmental education is Gerry Lieberman,
director of the Seate Education and
Environment Roundtable, who has
studied the beneficial effects of en vironmencal education as closely as anyone. SEER, a consortium representing
12 stare education agencies and funded
by the Pew Charitable Trusts, examined 40 schools across the county that
embrace what Lieberman calls "the
cm ironment as a context for learning,"
or E IC. At these school'>, students use
their surroundings - a river, a forest, or a
garden carved out of an asphalt playground - as frameworks for learning in
all areas, including math. science and
reading. These schools generally
employ two or more of these kinds of
settings for learning, whi le emphasizing
collaborative instruction. critical thinking, problem solving, projects and independent as well as cooperative work.
SEER found that in these schools,
most students scored better on standardized tests, earned higher grade
point averages, and showed better
behavior than scudencs in traditional
courses.
At Tahoma High School in Maple
Valley, Wash., 9th graders in the environmental education program averaged
a 3.2 GPA compared to a 2.8 GPA for all
other scudencs. The same students in
the environment program had a LS percent higher rate of attendance and a 9.5
percent better attitude, as assessed with
the School Attitude Measure test. Barry
Fountain, a ninth/tenth grade teacher at
Tahoma, said "our kids do better on
standardized tests, because our kids like
what they are doing. They like coming
co school, so we have Jess truancy and
we have fewer behavioral problems."
The study tracked the same
Tahoma students as they progressed
through 11th and 12th grade and found
they enjoyed continued improvement
except in math, a subject not integrated into the environmental program.
There are many other examples:
• At Hawley Environmental Elementary
School in Milwaukee, Wisc., all students
passed
the
Wisconsin
Reading
Comprehension Test, as compared with
only 25% of the total Milwaukee public
school population.
• At Isaac Dickson Elementary School
in Asheville, North Carolina, fourthgraders in an environmental education
program increased their math scores by
31 percent in just one year.
• Teacher after teacher in Kentucky
reported chat students previously performing at low academic levels "came

•,

Sara Taylor. principal at Environmental middle school in Portland. meets with students
(top.) At right. students work in the kitchen
at M.L. King Jr. Middle School in Berkeley.
using ingredients from the garden (above).

alive" when introduced co an environment-based curriculum. As Jane Eller,
Kentucky Environmental
Education
Council, puts it: "The main tenet of
our educational system is that every
child can learn at a high level. In just a
few years, we've begun to see schools
from some of our poorest neighborhoods do very well on the assessment.
We think this proves what we believe
in Kentucky ... that there is a way co
reach every child."
A follow-up study by SEER examined eight schools in California over a
seven-month period in 1999. The
scudy
produced
similar
results.
Students enrolled in environmental
programs performed better in academics and attendance.
SEER is not the only group looking at this phenomenon. A researcher
at South Dakota State University is
completing a three-year study to assess
the effects of environmental awareness
activities on student performance for
3,000 students in 34 middle and high
schools. Preliminary results show that
environmental education had a positive
effect on performance, irrespective of
school size or whether ic was located in
an urban or rural community.
Several states now require environmental education alongside reading
and math. Wisconsin, for example,
requires every school district co teach a

sequential K-12 environmental education program. Though most ocher
states don't go as far, more than 30
states have enacted some type of legislative initiative co enhance environmental education since 1985.
Lieberman said SEER's national
survey of educators shows improvements
in student engagement and enthusiasm;
ability and willingness co stay on task;
adaptability co various learning styles;
and civility coward ochers.
"We're saying that the students
will be more interested, more enthusiastic, learn more and retain more if
they are doing the learning in the context of their local environment, their
local
community,"
he
says.
Unfortunately, schools have been slow
co embrace this way of teaching. "It's
easier co teach the old traditional way.
Getting teachers and principals to
change, and getting school districts to
change , is a slow tedious process."
Mike Weddle, a teacher at Waldo
Middle School in Salem, Ore., one of
the schools involved in the SEER study,
says cost is a major impediment. "If you
were in a wealthy school district, you

could charge parents for this. We are the
poorest school in Salem - 70 percent are
registered for free or reduced lunches,
and more could qualify."
Waldo school opened the Jane
Goodall Environmental Middle School
in fall 2000, but has been building an
environmental-based
curriculum for
nearly 10 years. Seventh graders, for
example, can choose an endangered
species as the focus of a semester-long
research, writing and science project.
Together they analyze their research to
create species recovery plans and then
develop in-school presentations they
deliver to panels of outside experts.
How did Waldo do it? "First, you
have to be willing to hustle for grants,"
Weddle says. "Two, it's a big-time commitrnent, If you don't have teachers
that are able to devote so much time to
it, it's not going to work. And three, you
need to build connections with environmental and governmental agencies
that deal with outdoor sites you need to
get access co. If you are willing to do
that, the payoffs are tremendous."
Smaller-scale environmental eduC o N r IN
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A

t Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School
r-\in Berkeley, test scores are skyrocketing. So, too, are scores at Environmental
Middle School in Portla,nd, Oregon. These
schools have one thing in common: they
teach' through the lens of nature.
These results are consistent with the ·
performance of students in ~imilar schools
across the country. Students in environmental-based proqrams'pertorm better on
standardizec1 tests, earn higher grade· point
averages and had behave better than stu. dents in traditional programs, according.to
research by the State Environmentand
Education Roundtable.
"<
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WASHINGTON
Tahoma High {Maple Valley)
9th graders in the environmental
learning program had a 1 .5
percent higher rate of attendance than other students.
11th graders in their third year of
the program averaged 4.8 percent
higher on tests in language than
other Tahoma 11th graders; and 1 . 7
percent higher in writing. In social
studies, these students averaged
4.4 percent higher than the others.

OREGON
Environmental Middle School (Portland)
Eighth Graders

I

1999
Environmental
Middle School

2000
Environmental
Middle School

2000
Comparison
Schools in
Oregon

Reading/Literature

82

86

75

64

Mathematics

80

84

70

ss

76

84

78

€6

96

79

65

55

2000State
of Oregon
Ave1r1ge

Central Middle
(East Grand Forks)
Teachers developed a curriculum
around the Red River of the North.
Sixth graders explore the Red River
Valley, seventh graders investigate
what the area looked like 100 years
ago, and eighth graders examine
scenarios for the future, taking into
account the natural environment,
farming, and business influences.
83 percent of 8th graders posted
better than expected gains on the
Central Middle School Writing Test.

I

Writing

•

1

Math Problem Solving

Huntington's environmental learning program,

I

lakes and forests, at ,
Chariton the study of marshes
and streams are continuing
themes. Half of 7th graders

CALIFORNIA
Martin 11.uther King Jr. Middle School (Berkeley)
Sixth Graders
1998

1999

2000

Increase

Total Reading

57

65

68

19%

Total Mathematics

54

64

70

30%

Language

54

60

60

11%

Spelling

53

62

58

9%

1998

1999

2000

Total Reading

56

64

68

21%

Total Mathematics

52

64

67

29%

Language

57

69

74

26%

Spelling

52

57

64

23%

above and 27 percent scored
three grade levels above the
national standard. In Math, 45
percent of 7th graders scored
at least one grade above and
17 percent scored three·
grades above the national

Seventh Graders

Eighth Graders
1998

1999

2000

Increase

Total Reading

59

65

70

19%

Total Mathematics

58

64

68

17%

8
N

Language

59

68

72

22%

v
c:::,

Spelling

52

51

56

8%

k-

L

on water and empllasizes
real-world issues. One part
of the curriculum emphasizes
the consequences of land

1

Open Charter Elementary
(Los Angeles)
A popular magnet for indi·
vidualized teaching,
Open Charter consistently scores above
the district and state medi·
ans. The school emphasizes
rich outdoor learning expertences for students. In a typical class, a focus on rivers
was integrated into every
subject area, with students
singing river songs, building
rain sticks in art class, writing books about their river
projects, and using data
from those projects to create
problem-solving math
games.

years of an environmental
learning program. Students
showed a 9 percent gain on
the Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills, nine times

Appalachia, in an area
known for coal and tobacco,
and in a community of low
income and a low percentage
of population with post -secondary education, Clay invigorated its curriculum with environment-based learning in the
early 1990s. A new school
was built among 80 acres of
woods, near streams and a
river. Students immersed
themselves in hands-on projects that teach math skills,
such as laying out trails, calculating fish production,
designing and building outdoor
learning sites. Planning a new
building for the school's reconstructed Native American vii·
lage, for example, required

------------..:......~ students to take measurements, make calculations, predict proportions and create
geometric designs.

and mining - on the water
supply, as well as various
types of pollution and the
function of wetlands.
Students in the environment
program were reported for
97 percent fewer incidents
than other 6th graders.
These students were involved
in 1 percent of disciplinary
incidents even though they
comprise one-third of the
student body. In math, the
school ranked #1 among 66
schools for students scoring
ill' high and high-middle

munity bordering
Chesapeake Bay,
neighborhood recycling center.
Students have blazed a hiking
trail, created a butterfly garden.
planted forest habitat for migrat ·
ing birds, and transformed a
drainage pond into a wetland. In
1997, composite scores for students in 4th grade·were 27 per·
cent higher than those at other
schools in its county. In 1996, the
composite 4th grade scores were
30 percent higher than Maryland
as a whole. In Science, 67 percent scored satisfactory or above,
compared with 38 percent of the
rest of the state. At the fifth grade
level, 70 percent of the students
performed in the satisfactory
zone, compared with 46 percent
for the rest of Maryland.

~Cover&------------, ---------------~
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cation programs abound. The
U.S. Environmental Protection
· \ Agency online database lists
200 programs and materials
that it has funded since the
passage of che National Environmental
Education Ace of 1990. Countless others exist. The National Audubon
Society is leading a private effort to
build 1,000 nature centers across che
country. And in one of the most ambitious efforts of its kind, Seattle philanthropists Paul and Debbie Brainerd are
developing the $35 million Puget
Sound Environmental Learning Center
on Bainbridge Island, a 35-minute ferry
ride from downtown Seattle. When it
opens in 2002, the center will integrate
ecology, technology and the arcs on the
wooded 255-acre campus, serving thousands of children from King and Skagit
counties. (See stories, Pages 14 and 15).
Despite the wealth of programs
and materials, experts say widespread
support arid funding for environmental
education is lacking. Environmental
education is not a clear priority at any
Level within our education system or
society, and many programs face ongoing resource, funding, and staff limitations. In addition, many view environmental education as an "add-on" and
nor pare of mainstream education.
"In our view, environmental education in this country is a mile wide and
an inch deep," says Kevin Coyle, executive director
of the
National
Environmental Education and Training
Foundation. He says the typical environmental education program too often
amounts to a few hours of coursework
around Earth Day and a crip to the zoo.
And where environmental education is
taught, most of the focus is on recycling, as opposed to nature studies, ·
Coyle says. Students will learn how to
properly dispose of metal, paper and
motor oil, but not about how the production of these or other resources
affects conditions in their own watersheds and on the planet.
Out of 30 million students, only
about S percent are getting "intense"
environmental education, he says, in
programs like those at King, Waldo and
Tahorna schools.
Though surveys show that 95 percent of all parents support environmental education, few school districts seem
to make it a priority. Instead, Coyle
says, they create a climate in which
teachers feel compelled to teach for
standardized tests, which by and large
do not emphasize knowledge about
nature and the environment.

CHALLENGES
c POLITICAL
ii
c
c.:»
Though clearly beneficial, envi00
c ronmental education programs have
u
not escaped controversy. Critics on the
o right and left have quarreled with the
52.
, ~ content of some programs. Both sides
~ accuse the other of brainwashing.
~
Some conservatives claim environmental education, as it is taught in this
country, is neither fair nor balanced in
·its treatment of resource extraction
-industries. Michael Sanera of the right-

j
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wing Competitive Enterprise Institute
accuses many schools of "fearrnongering." In his study of 62 texts used in
Wisconsin, he claims they expose students to "only one side of scientific
debates which surround many environmental issues." Sanera belittles texts
that depict ozone depletion, forest
destruction, global warming and acid
rain as serious problems. His work,
however, is primarily funded by corporations that are engaged in activities
chat harvest forests. affect air quality
and contribute to global warming.
"Some of these charges are justified," says Greg Smith, a professor at
Lewis & Clark College in Portland.
"Few states require future teachers to
rake courses in environmental topics in
the way they are required co study other topics. Some educators raise concerns about offering a diet of environmental problems to young children
before they have had a chance to
develop a sense of being at home
in the world. But much of the
criticism is conservative zealotry
of the sore that denies the legitimacy of such concerns as global
warming, deforestation, species
extinction, acid rain pollution and
over population."
Sanera his campaigned against
the way environmental education is
caught in Wisconsin, Texas, Florida,
Iowa, Mississippi, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, New Hampshire and most
recently in Washington state in
1999, where he ran into a buzzsaw of.
activists who formed the Citizens for
Environmental Education (see story,
Page 8).
Another concern comes from critics who say industry-funded classroom
materials often amount to thinly veiled
propaganda.
The American
Coal
Foundation just published new classroom materials, joining Exxon, Procter
& Gamble and Dow Chemical in an
effort to whitewash pollution problems.
A coloring book delivered recently by
the Coal foundation has a page entitled
"coal and the environment."
"Coal is cleaned before being
burned,'' the text says. "Scrubbers take
out most of the harmful gases. Soil is
replaced. Grass and trees .are planted
after surface mining." Happy children
and furry animals abound, but there's
no mention of coal's significant effects
on global climate and air quality.
Critics from both sides take aim at
such popular materials as Project
Learning Tree, funded by the timber
industry, World Wildlife Fund and
EPA, but developed by educators and
approved by many conservation organizations. Sanera blasts Project Learning
Tree for a pro-conservation tilt on
endangered species, rainforests and
global warming. At the same time, John
Borowski, a high school teacher in
Salem, Ore., says Project Learning
Tree fails co account for the impacts of
logging on salmon and watersheds.
A Project Learning Tree teacher's
handbook for secondary schools published in 1996 explains that old growth
forests provide abundant biological

- ....
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diversity and chat clearcutting yields a
fragmented forest with a reduced ability to support wildlife. But the text
omits any mention of the role logging
played in decimating Pacific salmon
habitat and the region's salmon-based
economy, and it ignores the effects of
unsustainable rates of logging on communities and ecosystems.
However, Cascadia Times interviewed several teachers who use PLT,
and they deny any claims chat brainwashing schoolkids occurs. Teachers
said they present all sides in discussions about the environment, taking
care to bring information from both
environmentalists and industry into the
classroom. Moreover, they see no reason co hide their personal enthusiasm
for nature and the environment.
Environmental educators, in fact, are
urging kids to care about the health of
their planet, just as stu-

A Project Learning Tree teacher's manual
is endorsed and used by many educators.
Sanera says PLT is too "conservationminded while other educators say PLT.
doesn't go far enough in describing the
impacts of logging.

dents are encouraged to take responsibility for theirown health, and to act in
a civil manner toward others.
"They are much more aware that if
we don't take care of the environment,
it won't be there for generations to
come," says- Sue Miller, a teacher at
Arcadia Elementary School in rural
Siletz, Ore., located in the heart of
Oregon's timber industry, near Lincoln
City on the Oregon Coast. "If we don't
take care of our streams, our water and
our earth, it's not going to be there."
"We try to integrate environmental
education into everything we do," says.
Patricia Westfall, a teacher at the same
school. "We do an oceans unit. We talk
about the crisis of the salmon, the
water, the electricity, and the impacts
on the fishermen."
Westfall says the teachers pick and
choose what's taught. "If we take a project from Project Wet or Project Wild, it

_., ~---- ---- ,. . __ ----------..---- -- . . . . . . . .

has to fie our criteria for scope and
sequence.
Our district curriculum
teams spend a lot of time looking at a
wide variety of materials and textbooks.
Our curriculum is unique - it is built by
teachers, not an adopted curriculum."

MAKING

A DIFFERENCE

What could be more important
than the future health of this planet?
Who will be called upon to make critical decisions about that future. if not
our children? Teaching nature's course
may benefit young minds, but it's
much more than chat. Environmental
education is about our rights and access
to the natural world. It is about teaching responsibility and respect for what
all of us share in common.
Students don't just need an environmental education, they have a right
to one, says Coyle. "They have a right
to know what's in the environment
around them-what the grownups
are doing co the planet," Coyle says.
"American culture tries to convince
people they are separate from the
environment around them. In face
they are part of the environment.
And they need a strategy for the
future."
It' seems cheaper to teach people how to prevent environmental
problems than co have co fix those
problems lacer. Environmental
ed ucacion helps students develop
the necessary skills and expertise
to rake responsible actions.
"Giving kids an opportunity
to study nature is as important as
giving kids access co books," says
Mary Smith, director of the
National
Audubon Society's
campaign for improving environmental education.
Without
access co field study and experience, a student's understanding
of nature is comparable to
teaching chemistry without the chemicals. To understand nature, students
need real experiences with natural systems which challenge students co
understand their importance co their
lives.
What's needed, Smith says, is a
concerted nationwide effort to strengthen existing environmental education
programs, and create new ones where
they don't exist now. Schools and communities must work together to provide
students meaningful experiences in
nature. What begins in the garden can
lead students to explore and to understand the larger landscape at a nature
center/field site. The opportunities for
multidisciplinary benefit are endless:
the excitement of science, the inspiration for art, the usefulness of mathematics, the basis of economics. . .
Students gain opportunities for community service and a connection with a
larger world essential to society.
Who can't plant
an Edible
Schoolyard? Who wouldn't want co
watch one grow? Can we really afford to
raise children without connections to
nature?
•
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ince the 1970s and Earth Day, concern about the environment has dominated the news. Curiously, this trend has not led to an informed
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such issues as water pollution, air pollution and solid ·
NO EFFECTAT ALL

Except for the most simple factoids,.
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Preparing children to better
understand environmental
issues when they are adults

•
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better understand environmental issues as adults.
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around them

The study shows that almost all people
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A GREAT DEAi.

31

global warming, energy production,
Teaching children to respect
......W.~l~tq~4~t!aP,Q§..;•...,Y,!W.,,.n,. ...,,m;;;;e..;;it...,_.....,,_..
,.;;;
the people and places
says Kevin Coyle, executive director for

·~

Another 31 percent say environmental education has a

.

service projects
Helping children perform
better in science

35

37

Helping children find jobs later In ltte as the environment
will play a larger role in future
employment opportunities

5

39

Helping children perform
better In social studies

7

40

Question wording: There are many ways that environmental education ,n schools can affect children. Do you think environmental education has a great deal of effect, a moderate amount of effect,
only a little effect, or no effect at all?

TEST YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL

KNOWLED~E!

0

1. There are many different kinds of animals
and plants, and they live in many different
types of environments. What is the word used
to describe this idea? Is it.,.
a. Multiplicity
6%
b. Biodiversity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .41
c. Socio-economics
•· '.
7
d. Evolution
, .,
9
Don't know ......•..... ...... ..
36

4. What is the most common cause of pollution of streams, rivers, and oceans? Is it. ..
a. Dumping of garbage by cities
14 %
b. Surface water running off yards, city
streets, paved lots, and farm fields .... 28
c. Trash washed into the ocean from •
beaches
.4
d. Waste dumped by factories
.45
Don't know
9

7. Where does most ot-me garbage in the .
U.S. end up? Is it in .
a. Oceans
5%
b. Incinerators . . .....•..•... ...
.4
c. Recycling centers ........•.......
.4
d. Landfills ·
85
Don't know ........•........... ..
2

1 o. What is the most common reason that an
animal species becomes extinct? Is it
because ...
a. Pesticides are killing them
8%
b. Their habitats are being destroyed by
humans
74
c. There is too much hunting
6
d. There are climate changes that affect
· them'
:
5
Don't know ....•..•....... .......
6

•. ~
~
'
8. What is the name of the primary federal
agency that works to protect the· environment? Is it the ...
2. Carbon monoxide is a major contributor to air 5. Which of the following is a renewable
a. Environmental Protection Agency
11. Scientists have not determined the best
pollu~on in the U.S. Which of the following is the resource? Is it. .
biggest source of carbon fT!OJl)xide? Is it. ..
a. Oil. .
12.% • . ,(th,e.EP.N .r.: ....
:.· . : .. : .. : .... 7~,°lo
solution for disposing of nuclear waste. In the
U.S., what do we do with it now? Do we .
a. Factories and busnesses
25% b. Iron ore . .
.4 b. Department of Health, Environment, and
Safety (the DHES)
3 a. Use it as nuclear fuel
7%
b. People breathing
,
3 c. Trees ........•...........•...
65
b.·Sell it to otner countries
·.3 ·
c. Motor·vehicles ....•...
~ 65 d. Coat :· .. :·
·
: .. ·:-.6 c. National Environmental Agency ' · · ,
(the NEA)
4 c. Dump it in landfills
12
24
d. Trees .........•.
:· 1·
3 Don't know ...............•..•...
Don't know .......•..•
;
__
, .. .4
, ,
d.Jederal Pollutign Gos1trolA.g~o.cy~ . ~ -·· ~=d. ~t9!~ ~Q!:l rn9~ito£1h,~ wi~~-, .:.; :.: ·. ·.. 57
-1
6. Ozone forms a protective layer in the
. (the FPCA)
6 Don't know
21
3. How is most of the electricity in the U.S.
earth's upper atmosphere. What does ozone
Don't know .................•.....
15
1
protect us from? rs it... "
· ., ·• · · " ·
• ·
· ---· · 12: WhaUs the primary benefit of we~ands? ·
gen-er-ated? Is it..
!,
i
a. By burning oil, coal, and wood
33% a. Acid rain . ........•..........
.4% 9.'Which of the following household wastes is Do they ...
. b..With nuctear.power . ;.)
12 b. Global warming ... , .e • , •••••
, ••••
27 considered hazardous waste? Is it...
a. Promote.Jloooing .. .s , •..........
.7%
c. Through solar energy .. ,
2 c. Sudden changes in temperature .. ·
6 a. Plastic packaging
:
16% b. Help clean the water before it enters
54 b. Glass ....... .......•.........
3
lakes, streams, rivers, or oceans ..... 53
d. At hydro electric power plants
39 d. Harmful, cancer-causing sunlight
Don't
know
'
.
:
.'
9
c:··satteries
.·
67
·
e,
Help
keep the number of undesirable
Don't know
: .•
13
t '
d. Spoiled food . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 O
plants and anim<!IS low . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
';i
~ Don'tknQw •. " .. ~-.:, ... , .... "'"·"' .... ,5 _ d,Pro'lide 900!:1 sitesJor laQdfJlls , ..• , ,•..L.
Don't know
30
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Coverg .......------------------N atural classroom for the future
New Puget Sound center fuses ecology, technology and the arts

T

hough just 35 minutes from
downtown Seattle, Bainbridge
Island retains much of the rural
character of the early 20th century.
One reason is there's no freeway anywhere close by. There's not even a
bridge to the mainland. Most people
arrive by ferry.
On the island's southside, Seattle
philanthropists
Paul and Debbie
Brainerd found an entire watershed of
forest that, though logged 100 years
ago, had yet to carved up into just so
many Mclvlansions. A perfect place,
they decided, to build a the classroom
of the future.
In 2002, they will open the doors ac
the new Puget Sound Environmental
Learning Center, a $50 million outdoor
school that will serve 7,000 of mostly
fourth-and-fifth graders a year.
In a nation with a shortage of environmental education, new classrooms
in natural settings are seen as pare of
the solution. What makes the Puget
Sound center unique is its mission to
serve inner city kids in Seattle. Debbie
Brainerd said she did three years'
research before construction began,
visiting 30 similar programs around the
county. One thing she learned was that
when it comes to environmental education, inner city kids are being left
behind. In most school districts in
Washington, kids get to spend a week
each school year in Outdoor School,
but not in Seattle.
"We learned that SO percent of the
kids in the Seattle Public School. district don't get overnight residential
environmental education, while most
of the rest of the kids in this area do,"
she said. The state of Washington
requires schools to teach environmental education as part of the science
curriculum. But the state provides no
funding for these programs, which can
be expensive, and provides few opportunities for teachers co obtain professional training. In Seattle, where
schools are located from 3 to 5 hours
from the nearest outdoor residential
schools, some have dropped from programs because of transportation costs.
The new learning center will raise a
scholarship endowment to cover at
least par_t of the cost for a quarter of
~ the kids.
Though close co Seattle, the
Bainbridge
Island site has a rich nature
a; al history, including an entire water;J shed, cattail marsh, bog, second growth
forest, earthen dam, pond and a stream
U with potential for salmon restoration.
Building designs feature "green"
~ architectural elements throughout.
vc
The center will teach environ::i
mental stewardship by linking ecology, technology and the arts. When finL ished, the buildings and surrounding
are expected to provide a living lab for
sustainable design. From top to bot-
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Debbie Brainerd goes over construction
plans with (frpm left) Gary and Tanya Giglio
of Seattle. and Paul Brainerd.

tom, a lesson in ecology or sustainability can be found in almost any element
in the construction. On the roof there
are· solar panels, perfect for learning
about alternative energy. Cisterns on
the side of buildings collect water.
Flooring consists of cork, bamboo, and
recycled tires tennis shoes, cement
and fly ash. In the basement, kids will
find the composting toilet, built with
inner workings open so they can view
the organic breakdown process as it
happens.
On a recent visit to the campus,
construction workers had completed
the shell of a large room to be· called
the Great Hall. When finished it will
feature on one wall an 8-foot by 8-foot
topographic map of the watershed on
the south end of the island - in three
dimensions .
Young scientists and artists are
expected to find differing learning
opportunities. One student might go
down to the pond to work on water
quality tests. Another might draw what
chat student found in the pond.
Students will use computers and global positioning systems to track, monitor, map and record data on geography,
plants and wildlife. The information
will be published on the Internet, for
easy access for students working on
Jong-range projects.
"One of the things we learned in
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VISION: A "LI.BRARY
IN EVERY 'I'OVVN

uch like Andrew Carnegie in the
20th Century, with his vision of

a library in every town, the
National Audubon Society plans to build
1,000 new nature centers - "libraries of
nature" - across the country.
In the Northwest. one new Audubon
centers in Washington state is now open,
at Tacoma. and a second will open this fall
at Sequim. A third nature center is being
developed at Seward Park. in southeast
Seattle, and a fourth is in planning at
Leavenworth. Eventually, 20 or more new
centers will open in the state.
"We know that right now there are at
least 38 opportunities to establish new
centers around the state." says Woody
Wheeler, director of Audubon centers in
Washington. "We can't keep up with the
demand."
Audubon plans for its new centers in
Washington to serve about one-fourth of
the state's school children from kindergarten through high school. Wheeler said
Audubon wants to connect
everyone with nature. not
just those fortunate enough
to live outside of cities.
"There is an access problem," he says. "The environmental movement has
not done a good job of
reaching people of color.
This movement has always
been an elite club. There
hasn't been broad enough

our research is each kid learns a different
way, and by having different approaches
you reach more kids," Paul Brainerd said.
The Brainerds donated $25 million co
start the center. Paul Brainerd is the
founder of the Brainerd Foundation,
which supports many environmental causes in the Northwest. He is also recognized
as the inventor of desktop publishing and
was at one time owner of the computer
company Aldus. They hope to raise another $10 million from private sources.
"We all need to understand about the
place in which we live," Debbie Brainerd
says. "We need to understand about the natural history, the cultural history. Why is the
land being used the way it is today? After we
understand those things we can make better
decision on how to move forward."
•

- - . - ..... - ....
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Thousands of children visit the Nature Center at the Portland Audubon Society
every year. The Portland center reaches about half the children in Portland
schools.

support or involvement in it.
These Audubon centers can

the project include the Jamestown

Seattle, including some Douglas firs

greatly broaden and diversi-

S'Klallam Tribe, Rains~adow Natural

approaching 1000 years old, and two bald
eagle nests. The southeastern area of

fy conservation, so it is more of a mainstream value."

Science Foundation,.Olympic

Peninsula

Audubon Society _a:~d AudubonWashington. • ,

Seattle is the most ethnically diverse part

needed to staff the centers, run interpretive programs, and work on habitat

The Tahoma center. located at
Adriana Hess Wetland Park in University

restoration projects.

Place, features a freshwater wetland. The

live within 5 miles of the park. The center
will be developed in partnership with the
city of Seattle.

More than 10,000 volunteers will be

The Dungeness River Center, located

center, which opened in 1999, serves a

at Railroad Bridge Park two miles west of

wide range of up to 2,000 people a year.

Sequin, includes a salmon-bearing river. a
dense low-elevation forest and a bridge

The new Audubon Center planned for

that goes through the forest canopy.

Seward Park is located on a 277 -acre
peninsula surrounded by Lake

Construction of the new interpretative center was completed in 2001. Partners in

Washington. Formed by glaciers, the park
features a stand of the old-growth forest in

- .. - .. - ... - - - - - - _.. - -
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of the city. More than 16,000 K-12 kids

Wheeler said the Audubon nature
center plan will lessen the risk of raising
whole generations who have never
explored nature. "We want to make sure
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that doesn't happen," he said.
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over&~------------------ORGANIZATIONS
Alaska Natural Resources and Outdoor
Education Council, Wasilla.
A statewide group of school teachers, naturalists, state and federal agency staff, and others who help young and old alike learn about
and appreciate Alaska's natural resources.
http://www.anroe.org
Alaska Standards for
Culturally Responsive
Schools, Alaska
Native Knowledge
Network
Promotes the concept that a firm
grounding in the heritage language and
culture indigenous to a
particular place is a fundamental
prerequisite for the development of culturally
healthy students and communities associated
with that place.
www.ankn.uaf.edu
Audubon-Washington
Creating a network of A'udubon Centers for
environmental education statewide.
http://wa.audubon.org/
Audubon Society of Portland
A nature center and traveling programs,
overnighters and field trips for groups of children and adults. Extensive Web site provides
detailed birding information, conservation
news, classes and nature viewing sites.
www.audubonportland.org.
Center for Commercial-Free Public
Education, Oakland, Calif.
A national non-profit organization that
addresses the issue of commercialism in
public schools.
http://www.commercialfree.org

National Environmental Education
Advancement Project
College of Natural Resources, University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point
Building environmental education programs.
http://www.uwsp.edu/cnr/neeap
National Environmental Education
Training Foundation, Washington, D.C.
A private non-protlt chartered by Congress in
1990, NEETF develops and support environmental learning programs to meet social
goals, such as improved health, better education, and "greener," more profitable business.
http ://www.neetf.org/
Natural Heritage Project, Idaho Museum
of Natural History, Pocatello, Idaho
Promotes better understanding and appreciation of the biological diversity of the
lntermountain West.
http://inmh.isu.edu/naturalheritage
Northwest Environmental Education
Council, Seattle
Promotes the availability of environmental
education in the region.
www.nweec.org
Palouse-Clearwater Environmental
Institute, Moscow, Idaho
Connects youth with local community and
regional environment through service projects.
www.pcei.org
State Education and Environment
Roundtable (SEER), San Diego, California
Research on education programs that focus
on the environment as a context for learning.
http://www.seer.org

Environmental Education Association of
Oregon, Portland
felicer@psu4.pdx.edu
Environmental Education Association of
Washington, Bellingham
http://www. eeaw. org/
Oii
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Groundworks Institute/Citizens for
Environmental Education, Pullman,
Wash.
Strengthening environmental education in
Washington state.
http://www.groundworks.innoved.org/cee/

Montana Environmental Education
~ Association, Bozeman.
~ eshbaugh@mcn.net
O
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GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
U.S. Environmental Protectiop Agency
Office of Environmental Education
Information on grants, training, student opportunities, educational materials, guidelines and
assessments.
http://www. epa .gov/enviroed/index. html

OU'I'DOOR
RESIDEN'I'I A.L
PROGRAMS

ENVIRONMENT-BASED
SCHOOLS

North Cascades Institute,
Sedro Woolley, Washington
Elementary and middle school students participate in Mountain School and
the Skagit Watershed Education Project.
Field seminars, youth and school programs,
intern and volunteer training and workshops
for teachers and educators.
http://www.ncascades.org

Environmental Middle School, Portland
A three year rotation of the environmental
core curriculum which includes rivers, mountains, and forests. All students study the
same curriculum in any given year.
http://www.pps.k12.or.us/schools/pages/ems/
EMS.html

Olympic Park Institute, Port Angeles,
Washington
Direct, hands-on learning for adults and children. Historic Rosemary Inn on Lake Crescent
provides overnight lodging and wonderful
meals for participants staying 1-14 nights.
www.yni.org/opi

Jane Goodall Environmental Magnet
School, Waldo Middle School, Salem,
Oregon
Students work on endangered species and
habitat conservation projects in a program that
started in the 2000-2001 school year. Core
classes include science, conservation biology,
English, social studies and technology.
http://waldo.sa1keiz.k12.or.us

Puget Sound Environmental Learning
Center, Bainbridge Island, Washington.
(See page 14).
http://www.pselc.org

Concrete Middle School, Concrete,
Washington
Students are mapping their community everything from the business to the river
http://www.concrete.k12.wa.us/cms.htm
Edible Schoolyard, Martin Luther King
Jr. Middle School, Berkeley (See page 6)~
www.edibleschoolyard.org
Boston Schoolyard Initiative
Boston schools are tearing up asphalt and
building outdoor classrooms and creative play
spaces. In the past, these spaces were barren
wastelands of cracked pavement and torn
fences. They have been transformed into
places where students are engaged in handson learning activities from gardening, mapping and measuring to drama, art, music and
poetry writing. Schools around the world are
using the Boston model.
www.boston.k12.ma.us/contact

Sea to Sky Outdoor School, Keats Island
in Howe Sound, British Columbia.
An outdoor classroom on 400 acres of diverse
ecology including forest, rocky bluff and inter
tidal environments. www.seatosky.bc.ca

ON 'I'HE WEB
The World As Home
A web site fostering ecological lit·
eracy and renewal by linking literary writing about the natural
world to specific ecoregions.
www.worldashome.org
The Rainforest Workshop
Lessons on temperate and
tropical rainforests, produced by teacher and
students. Thurgood Marshall Middle School,
Olympia, Washington
kids. osd. wed net. edu/Marshal 1/rainf or est_
home_page.html
Salmon Page
Information about everything to do with
salmon, by Riverdale Grade School, Portland,
Oregon
http://www.riverdale.k12.or.us/salmon.htm

PUBLICA'I'IONS
Clearing Magazine
Covering environmental education in the
Northwest.
http://www.teleport.com/-clearing

Book~ ------------Arts
Wild Nights:
Nature Returns to the
City by Anne Matthews
(North Point Press/Farrar
Straus & Giroux, $22.00; 208
pages) Thanks co a curious
combination of habitat destruction and
environmental protection, wildlife is
reappearing in the outskirts of New York
City and in the heart of the city's five
boroughs. In her witty and observant
new book, Anne Matthews explores· this
often overlooked universe. Wild Nights
delves into the history of New York's
landscape and ecology, and the city's
relationship to its flora, fauna and open
spaces. Climate change, invasive and
alien species, restoration and the distinction between wild and natural are subjects Matthews tackles deftly. Whether
one thrives on fast-paced, sophisticated
cosmopolitan culture or backpacking in
roadless wilderness, the ultimate message of Wild Nights is well worth considering: that even a city as civilized as
New York ignores nature at its peril.

Blue Frontier: Saving
America's Living Seas by David
Helvarg (W.H. Freeman and Co.,
$24.95; 299 pages) In his new book,
journalist David Helvarg explores our
failure to protect the oceans from the
ravages of development and resource
extraction. Fishing, oil, gas and mineral
extraction, pollution we've allowed to
run down rivers into the sea, how we've
destroyed and· compromised the survival of ocean creatures by damming
rivers, and draining wetlands and
deltas - all figure into the seascape of
Blue Frontier. Helvarg details the
tangled web of the United States' management of its ocean habitat and makes
a plea for protecting the seas in the way
we've protected wilderness on land.
Despite the degradation we've heaped
upon our oceans and "all the problems
and challenges we face fighting for
America's living seas," Helvarg remains
hopeful that we still have a chance to
protect chem before it's too late.

Four Wings and a
Prayer: Caught in the Mystery of the
Monarch Butterfly by Sue Halpern
(Pantheon Books, $23.00; 224 pages)
Monarchs "do something no other butterflies do: they migrate unimaginably
long distances. Monarchs born east of
the Rockies typically go co Mexico.
Those born to the west go for the most
part to the California coast. They travel
forty-four miles a day on average but
sometimes as many as two hundred, and
all of it by day," writes Sue Halpern in
her graceful new book, Four Wings and
a Prayer. Fascinated by the countless
monarchs she encountered at El Rosario,
their southern migration point high in
the mountains of Mexico, she decided to
study and follow the butterflies" amazing journey. She travels with field biologists, helps collect data and describes the
human forces conspiring to erode the
extent and quality of these delicate and
mesmerizing insects' habitat.
- E.G.
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The Rivers Are Why
reviewed by Elizabeth Grossman
''Confessions,
Druidic rants,
reflections, BIRD-WATCH.
INGS, FISH-STALKINGS,
visions, song and prayers refracting
light, FROM LIVING RIVERS, in the
age of the industrial dark," the subtitle
of David James Duncan's new book,
aptly sums up the mood of this collection of writing about the rivers chat form
and inform Duncan's home turf.
These essays - many of which will
be familiar to readers who've been following Duncan's work in periodicals
over the past several years - take us
from the Montana headwaters of the
Columbia River watershed where
Duncan now lives, co the western
Oregon waters of his childhood.
With his characteristic verbal exuberance, Duncan offers an ardent lament
for the degradation Americans have
heaped upon his beloved rivers in the
name of progress. As a child and young
man, Duncan played, splashed and
fished in the Willamette River and its
tributary streams in his hometown of
Portland, Oregon. He watched as the
creeks where he found salmon, trout
and crayfish were dewatered, diverted
and paved over to make room for the
spread of suburbs.
Crestfallen then enraged, he saw his
favorite. fishing holes become polluted
and befouled with the clutter of city and
industry. Feeling that the despoiling of
his home waters had displaced him,
Duncan moved to Montana. There, he
now revels in the delights of fishing the
streams of the Blackfoot and Clark Fork
basins, but has found a watershed as
beset by problems as the one he left
behind. Mine waste is a constant threat
and dams, diversion and development
no less destructive in western Montana
than in his native Oregon.
The decimation of Pacific wild
salmon, the contentious future of the
four lower Snake River dams that so
disastrously block the migration of
anadromous fish, the destiny and control of public land, cyanide heap-leach
gold mining, wilderness and imperiled
species' protection are among the subjects chat triggered these essays. On
this armature of issues and events
Duncan hangs his very personal collage
of mythos and iconography. Hindu and
Sufi gods appear throughout suggesting a worldview utterly different from
the utilitarian American. Duncan's pantheon of writers - Norman MacLean,
Richard Hugo, William Kittredge, Rick
Bass, Peter Matthiessen and Edward
Abbey among them - are referential,
reverential touchstones. These writers
have had an important influence on
contemporary American literature and
the cultural politics of the American
West, but there is an irksome clubbiness with which Duncan claims them

as his brethren.
"Language has vertical limits,"
writes Duncan in a section of the book
called "Six Henry Stories" inspired by
the Missoula, Montana fly-fishing philosophy professor Henry Bugbee.
"Like a gymnast on parallel bars, the
speaker or writer who successfully
conveys exaltation must possess sufficient mental muscle to hoist himself
above the level of everyday verbiage
without appearing to strain. Again like
the gymnast, he must be able to lift all

of himself, all by himself. It is not
[the] number of advanced degrees,
thickness of thesaurus, histrionic techniques, or any such contrivance that
truly lifts language: it is personal
integrity." Indeed trampoline sprung
somersaults and fancy back-flips are
what come co mind when reading
Duncan's acrobatic authorial reaches
into the politics of Western environmental preservation. These essays are
a performance. Skilled, practiced in
the company of prize-winning practitioners and fluid to witness, they will
provoke applause from an appreciative
audience. But with those flourishes
comes the air of the show-off rising
from a bow, grinning and saying,
"Look at me!"
Duncan is passionate about preserving the Pacific salmon, stopping
new mines from polluting the
Blackfoot and restoring what we have
degraded from mountaintop to stream
bottom, And his words may well provoke others to action on behalf of our
beleaguered landscapes. "I don't
know how tO balance the contemplative need with gut response to this
beautiful world's ruin," Duncan writes
in an
essay
considering
the
"Contemplative Versus the Activist
Life." He describes writer Rick Bass
- known for his fiction, memoir and

defense of Montana's Yaak Valley- as
"perhaps the most frenzied activist"
he's ever met and contrasts Bass's
efforts to save the Yaak with Thomas
Merton's more measured approach co
life. "I don't so much want to argue,"
writes Duncan, "as co aim the critical
tone at a more proper target: the timber companies and politicians that are
together destroying northwestern
Montana."
This is where some of the most
interesting tensions hinted at but not
fully explored in Duncan's essays considering activism versus aesthetics
arise. We have here our eloquent rants
and reflections, but what next? Do we
parcel out the tasks: stirring battle
anthems to the left and drudgery of
the public meeting and the ballot box
to the right? How do we translate
these expressions of outrage, love and
desire for environmental preservation
into actual progress in that direction?
Perhaps I am being harsh and
demanding
too
much.
In
"Birdwatching
as
a
Blood
Sport,"among the most graceful of

these essays, Duncan writes that
through the mouth "we inhale air that
is not ownable, air that we share with
every being on earth. And out of our
mouths we send words - our personal reshaping of that same communal
air." How do we gee those who are
busy carving up the commons to boost
their bank accounts, to fully appreciate the value of that which is not ownable? Perhaps on a fly-fishing trip with
David James Duncan and his invisible
guide "the Green Prophet."
. I say this not to detract from what
Duncan is trying co do but to up the
ante. David James Duncan is a writer
with a considerable reputation and following and I offer my criticism of
these essays with some trepidation.
This country's environmental integrity is in dire straits and without compromising the goal, I'd like to see us
move beyond the angry fire juggling
and boys' fishing club. Our rivers are
in desperate need of preservation and
restoration as is most of the American
landscape. Writers like Duncan have
helped bring American nature writing
and the aesthetics of Western environmentalism onto the national stage.
Now the challenge is co change the
fundamentals that will allow the values of clean free-flowing rivers, abundant wild fish, standing forests and
undeveloped land to take precedence
over the traditional profit margin. We
need voices and words like Duncan's
but we also need to make sure the virtuoso preaching reaches well beyond
the choir.
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These organizations are working on issues highlighted in Cascadia Times. Contact them to find out more and get involved.
the city and beyond - join us!
5151 NW Cornell Road, Portland, OR 97210
{503) 292-6855
FAX {503) 292-1021
general@audubonportland.org
www.audubonportland.org

OREGON
1000 Friends of Oregon
534 SW Third Avenue, Suite 300
Portland, OR 97204-2597
{503) 497-1000
FAX {503) 223-0073
Kalmiopsis Audubon Society
Active in protecting forests and defending
Oregon's Land-use laws. Our national award-winning "Storm Petrel" is a valuable envirumnental
newsletter.
P.O. Box 1265, Port Orford, OR 97 465
(541) 332-6009.
www.harborside.com/cc/audubon
Audubon Society of Portland
Audubon Society of Portland is a community of
caring people actively learning about and protecting native birds, wildlife and wild places, in

Conservation Biology Institute
The Conservation Biology Institute in Corvallis,
Oregon recently Launched the Pacific Northwest
Conservation Assessment web resource, providing a wealth of valuable information on the protection status of 40 terrestrial ecoregions
stretching from Alaska to California, including
WY, NV, MT, and ID. Included are more than 125
web links to valuable geographic data sources.
This information is easily accessible via CBI's
website at http://www.consbio.org
Ecotrust
Ecotrust works to foster the emergence of a con-

IT'S D1NN1R TIME!
Thursday- Monday
Advance Reservations Required

Moby Dick Hotel

I

The Moby Dick is the perfect place to go for a
group retreat. Conservation groups,
boards of directors, leadership councils and
other organizations will find great food and
terrific accommodations to suit your needs. During
your stay, make sure you visit our world,class
organic oyster beds in picturesque Willapa Bay.
P.O. Box 82, Nahcotta, WA 98637
(360) 665-4543 • (360) 665-6887 (fax)
www-nwplace.com/mobvdickhorel
mobydickhotel@willapabay.org
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HOTEL TABARD INN
1739 N Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036
FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION

(202) 785-1277 • FAX (202) 785-6173

Hanford Action of Oregon
Working for an environment safe from the
uncontained hazardous radioactive wastes
stored at Hanford, the nation's Largest high-level nuclear waste dumpsite, and the health of the
Columbia River Basin.
25-6 NW 23rd Pl. #406, Portland, OR 97210
(503) 235-2924
robin@spiritone.com

Oregon Environmental Council
Oregon's oldest statewide environmental group,
OEC works to protect Oregon's clean water and
air now and for future generations. 520 SW 6th
Avenue, Suite 940
Portland OR 97204-1.535
(503) 222-1963
FAX {503) 222-1405
Email oec@orcouncil.org
Web www.orcouncil.org

& Oyster Farm

.....
.::==

Green Fire Productions
Creating communication tools for conservation,
sustainability, & justice
3948 E. Burnside Street, Portland, OR 97214
{503) 736-1295
FAX {503) 736-1319
www.greenmedia.org
karen@greenmedia.org

Headwaters
Headwaters works to protect Oregon's forest and
watersheds through citizen advocacy, policy
reform, environmental education and economic
change.
PO Box 729, Ashland, OR 97520
Street address: 84 Fourth St, Ashland
(541) 482-4459
FAX {541) 482-7282
headwtrs@mind.net
http//www.headwaters.org

M

CIO

servation economy in the coastal temperate rain
forest
region
of
North
America.
1200 NW Naito Parkway, Suite 470
Portland, OR 97209
(503) 227-6225
{503) 222-1517 fax
info@ecotrust.org
www.ecotrust.org

Oregon Natural Desert Association
ONDA works to protect the wildlands and waterways of Oregon's spectacular High Desert while
seeking to end industrial abuses of our public
lands.
Main Office:
16 NW Kansas Ave., Bend, OR 97701
{541) 330-2638
FAX (541) 385-3370
Field Office:
732 SW Third Ave., Suite 407
Portland, OR 97204
{503) 525-0193
FAX (503) 228-9720
onda@onda.org
Oregon Natural Resources Council
Engaging activists in our wilderness campaign,
ONRC seeks permanent protection for Oregon's
pristine wildlands, wildlife and waters.
5825 N Greeley, Portland, OR 97217
{503) 283-6343
Rainbow Video and Film Productions
Producing documentaries on threats to our air,
water and forests. Working with citizen groups
using videos as activist tools. Teaching production skills to young activists.
2217 NW Johnson
Portland OR 97210
dgenasci@teleport.com
www. rain bowvideoandfi lm .com

Sierra Club - Oregon Chapter
The Sierra Club's High Desert Committee is working with Landmanagement agencies and environmental conservation organizations to protect
Oregon's high desert.
Sierra Club OR Chapter High Desert Committee
3701 SE Milwaukie, Suite F
Portland, OR 97202
{503) 239-8478
Siskiyou Regional Education Project
Siskiyou Project proactively fights the many
threats facing the globally outstanding and
biologically diverse Siskiyou Mountain range in
Southwestern Oregon. Check out our new website www.siskiyourivers.org and send a free fax
message to the White House and the Governor
of Oregon.
(541)592-4459
project@siskiyou.org
www.siskiyou.org
www.siskiyourivers.org
Trout Unlimited
Trout Unlimited is North America's leading
coldwater conservation organization, working
to the conserve, protect and restore trout,
salmon and watersheds.
Western Conservation Office
213 SW Ash St., Suite 205
Portland, OR 97204
{503) 827-5700/FAX {503) 827-5672
amoore@tu.org
www.tu.org
Wild Wilderness
"Wild and Free in the 21st Century." Halt the
commercialization, privatization and in-creased
motorization of America's Public Lands.
248 NW Wilmington Ave., Bend, OR 97701
541-385-5261
ssi lver@wildwi lderness. o rg
http://www.wildwilderness.org
Willamette Riverkeeper
Willamette Riverkeeper uses grassroots education
and advocacy to restore and protect the health
and use of Willamette Basin rivers and streams.
408 SW 2nd Ave., Suite 210
Portland, Oregon 97204
{503) 223-6418
www. wi llamette-riverkeeper. org
WaterWatch of Oregon
Rivers need water: WaterWatch works to keep
water in its natural course-thus protecting fish
and wildlife, maintaining clean water, and providing recreation to all Oregonians.
213 SW Ash St.; Suite 208
Portland, OR 97204
503) 295-4039
Info@waterwatch.org
www.waterwatch.org
Western Environmental Law Center
WELC proudly represents activists, groups, and
tribes that seek to protect and restore the West's
forests, grasslands, wildlife, and communities.
1216 Lincoln Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401
{541) 485-2471/FAX {541) 485-2457
westernlaw@welc.org
www.welc.org

WASHINGTON
1000 Friends of Washington
1000 Friends is a statewide citizens organization that manages growth and stops sprawl.
For more information, contact Lauren Braden.
1305 Fourth Ave., Suite 303
Seattle, WA 98101
{206) 343-0681/FAX {206) 343-0683
friends@eskimo.com
www.lOOOfriends.org

Center for Environmental Law & Policy
The Center for Environmental Law & Policy works
to protect and restore the natural integrity and
enjoyment of Washington's waters. Through
agency oversight, policy research, litigation and
education, we serve as a voice for the public
interest.
(206} 223-8454
info@celp.org
http://www.celp.org
Columbiana Magazine
By the Columbia River Bioregional Education
Project. Explores philosophy, practice and central issues re sustainable living in the interior
Pacific Northwest.
Visit NEWSROOM at
Columbiana.org for weekly postings.
2055 Oro- Toroda Ck. Rd., Oroville WA 98844
(509) 485-3844 (fax & phone)
columbiana@televar.com
www.columbiana.org
Kettle Range Conservation Group
Protecting ecosystem health for present and
future generations. Wilderness: Our Common
Heritage. Take a walk on the wild side at:
<http://www. wi ldwashinqton.orq>
P.O. Box 150, Republic. Washington 99166
509-775-2667
http://www.televar.com/-tcoleman
NW Energy Coalition
A regional alliance of over 80 diverse community organizations and utilities, the NW Energy
Coalition promotes energy conservation, renewable energy, low income programs and salmon
restoration.
219 First Avenue South, Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98104
(206} 621-0094
FAX (206} 621-0097
nwec@nwenergy.org
www.nwenerqy.orq/nwec

TREC • Training Resources for the
Environmental Community
Training Resources for the Environmental
Community (TREC) provides training and consultation for non-profit environmental groups including
fundraising, strategic planning, board development, and fiscal and personnel management.
23824 Vashon Highway SW, P.O. Box 13438

Burton, WA 98013-0438
(206} 463-7800
FAX (206) 463- 7801
trec@trecnw.org
www.trecnw.org

IDAHO
Idaho Conservation Leage
Wild Idaho! The Idaho Conservation League
works to protect the waters, wildplaces and
wildlife of Idaho through citizen action, professional advocacy and public education. "If it's
not Wild, it's not Idaho."
icl@wildidaho.org
www.wildidaho.org
Boulder-White Clouds Council
PROTECTING THE BEAUTIFUL Boulder and Whilte
Clouds Mountains as wilderness.
(208)726-1065
lstone@micron.net
tomb@micron.net
Selkirk-Priest Basin Association
SAVING SANTA'S REINDEER ... Help us save the
last free-roaming herd of mountain caribou left
in the entire U.S.
Box 1809, Priest River, Idaho, 83856
(208) 448-2971 (phone/fax)
gbail@dmi.net
www.spbainc.org

ALASKA
Alaska Wilderness Recreation
and Tourism Association
Explore
Alaska!
Our Alaska
Adventure
Sourcebook lists over zoo" ecotourism and
adventure travel guides across the State. Travel
tips and other resources.
PO Box 22827-CT, Juneau, AK 99802
(907} 463-3038/FAX (907) 463-3280
awrta@alaska.net
www.alaska.net/-awrta
Southeast Alaska Conservation Council
SEACC is devoted to protecting the prime old·
growth forest of the Tongass - our biggest,
wettest and wildest national forest.
(907) 586-6942/FAX (907) 463-3312
info@seacc.org
www.seacc.org

OTHER/NATIONAL
River Network
River Network works to save and protect
America's rivers by helping groups organize on
the local level, and by acquiring threatened
riverlands for permanent protection.
National Office:
520 SW Sixth Ave, Suite 1130

Portland, OR 97204
(503) 241-3506 or 1·800-423-6747
FAX (503} 241-9256
www.rivernetwork.org
info@rivernetwork.org

HELP WANTED
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Western Environmental Law Center, a highly
successful. three-office public interest law
firm serving clients on major cases throughout the West, seeks full-time Executive
Director. Significant non-profit experience
required. Salary negotiable based on experience. Progressive benefits and work-place.
Please submit resumes to WELC, 1216
Lincoln Street, Eugene, OR 97401, or
eugene@westernlaw.org.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Wyoming Conservation Voters Seeks
Executive Director to coordinate its develop·
ment, strategic plan, media, outreach,
fundraising, electoral, and citizen participation activities. WCV serves as the political
action arm for Wyoming's conservation and
sportsmen communities. The Executive
Director will work with board members, legislators, and others to maintain Wyoming's
wide-open character, abundant fish and
wildlife, and unique culture. Qualifications:
Director must be committed to WCV's mission, have demonstrated fundraising ability,
experience working with western conservation issues and with political activism, and
knowledge of 501(c)(4)s, 501(c}(3)s, and
PACs. Salary/Benefits: Competitive salary
and benefits package commensurate with
experience. To Apply: Send cover letter,
resume, and list of 3 professional references
to: WCV, P.O. Box 6763, Sheridan, Wyoming
82801. Application Deadline: July 16, 2001.
Comments or questions may be e-mailed to
wcv@fiberpipe.net.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL NON-PROFIT
The Center for Environmental Law & Policy
(CELP), a Washington state nonprofit advocating sustainable water resource allocation,
seeks executive director to oversee legal,
outreach, legislative & development staff in
our Seattle Office, & to work with our Board
of Directors on strategic decision-making &
fundraising. Qualifications include: understanding of Western water law, legislative &
media outreach experience, leadership skills,
excellent oral & written communications
skills & non-profit fundraising abilities.
Expertise in policy research & litigation
helpful. $40-50K DOE plus benefits. Send
cover letter & resume to CELP Search
Committee, 1165 Eastlake Ave. E, Suite 400,
Seattle, WA, 98109. Fax: 206-223-8464.
info@celp.org. www.celp.org. Review of
resumes begins July 1, 2001.
MARINE CONSERVATION SCIENTIST
Alaska Oceans Network seeks marine conservation scientist to coordinate science-based
advocacy to protect marine ecosystems.
Excellent written and presentation skills.
Ability to clearly communicate scientific
information to the public. 'Nork with diverse
constituencies. Experience and understanding of fisheries science and federal fisheries
management policies. Location: Anchorage.
Salary $SOK+, DOE. Call 907-276-1917 for
more information.

From Alaska to British Columbia to Northern California, Cascadia Times investigates the crucial environmental issues and
reports in-depth on what's happening to this big, beautiful and endangered corner of the world.

SubscribetodaV!

